There are many challenges that need to be met before efficient and reliable computation at the petascale is possible. Many scientific and engineering codes running at the petascale are likely to be memory intensive, which makes thrashing a serious problem for many petascale applications. One way to overcome this challenge is to use a dynamic number of processes, so that the total amount of memory available for the computation can be increased on demand. This paper describes modifications made to the massively parallel global optimization code pVTdirect in order to allow for a dynamic number of processes. In particular, the modified version of the code monitors memory use and spawns new processes if the amount of available memory is determined to be insufficient. The primary design challenges are discussed, and performance results are presented and analyzed.
Introduction and motivation
The ultimate goal of the work presented in this paper is to develop a robust global optimization code that runs efficiently and effectively at the petascale. This means that the program must run efficiently, and be able to tolerate failures of any kind, on a cluster with hundreds of thousands of cores. There are a number of challenges that must be overcome before this is possible, for instance, designing the optimization code so that the speedup obtained by using multiple cores scales up to hundreds of thousands of cores. This challenge alone is enough to make the petascale daunting [1] .
Beyond maintaining the efficiency of the code at the petascale, one must ensure that the code is robust and can recover from any number of failures. One possible failure results when a node in the cluster crashes. This type of failure is generally dealt with by including a checkpointing mechanism in the code. Another type of failure that can occur is insufficient main memory, which can lead to thrashing. Given the crippling effects of thrashing, a mechanism for dealing with insufficient memory would be indispensable to a large number of scientific and engineering codes that hope to run efficiently at the petascale.
The main contribution of this work is a global optimization code that is able to detect insufficient levels of available memory, and in response spawn new processes on nodes with available memory. The solution to insufficient memory presented in this paper is specific to a particular global optimization code (pVTdirect), but many aspects of the design, as well as the lessons learned, can be applied to a number of parallel scientific or engineering codes, especially those that make use of the master-worker design pattern.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a description of the DIRECT algorithm, which forms the basis of the global optimization code pVTdirect. Some details of the code pVTdirect are also presented. A description of the problem and the main challenges involved are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes some stress tests performed to evaluate two possible design choices. A dynamic load balancing mechanism is described in Section 5. Performance results are given in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 finishes with conclusions and lessons-learned.
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Description of DIRECT
The algorithm DIRECT (DIviding RECTangles) by D. R. Jones [2] is a deterministic global optimization algorithm. DIRECT does not require the computation of the gradient of the objective function, or even objective function values (ranking information is sufficient). It performs Lipschitzian optimization, but does not require knowledge of the Lipschitz constant.
DIRECT works as follows [3] . The algorithm begins with an initial box normalized to the unit hypercube. The objective function (assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition) is evaluated at the center of this box. The current minimum value is initialized to this value. An evaluation counter m and an iteration counter t are initialized to m = 1 and t = 0. The following process is repeated until m or t reaches some prespecified limit (although the subroutine pVTdirect [3] supports several other stopping conditions).
Selection. Identify the set S of "potentially optimal" boxes. Here "potentially optimal" means that (1) for some Lipschitz constant K, the box potentially contains a point with smaller objective function value than any other box, and (2) F(c) − K · L/2 ≤ f min − ǫ| f min |, where F is the objective function, c is the center point of the box, K is the same Lipschitz constant, L is the box diameter, f min is the current minimum value for the objective function, and ǫ is a small, nonnegative, fixed constant. Sampling. Select one of the potentially optimal boxes B from S . For box B, identify the set I of dimensions with maximum side length L, and let δ = L/3. Sample the function at the points of the form c ± δe i for each i ∈ I, where c is the center of the box and e i is the ith standard basis vector. Update m. Division. Divide the box containing the point c into thirds along the dimensions in I, beginning with the dimension with the least value of min { f (c + δe i ), f (c − δe i )}, and ending with the dimension with the greatest such value. Update the minimum value.
Iteration. Remove the box B from the set of potentially optimal boxes S . If S = ∅, then increment t and go to Selection.
Otherwise, go to Sampling. The method of choosing the subbox according to both objective function value and box size gives DIRECT its local and global aspects. DIRECT performs a convex hull computation to determine potentially optimal boxes without using the Lipschitz constant directly (see Figure 1 for an illustration). From Figure 1 , it is clear that if a box is on the convex hull, then the box has an objective function value that is minimal amongst all boxes of the same size (notice that the set of boxes of the same size forms a "box column", as seen in Figure 1 ). Since every box is ultimately examined, DIRECT will not get stuck at a local optimum, but will instead perform a global search of the feasible set. Further details can be found in [2] .
VTDIRECT [4] is a Fortran 95 implementation of DIRECT that uses dynamic data structures and has options and stopping conditions not in earlier implementations of DIRECT. Based on experience from using the serial code VTDIRECT on applications such as aircraft design, cell cycle modeling, and wireless communication system design, VTDIRECT was polished and extended to include both serial and massively parallel (terascale) versions. These codes eventually became part of the ACM TOMS algorithm VTDIRECT95 [3] . In this Fortran 95 package the user callable subroutines are VTdirect (serial) and pVTdirect (parallel). pVTdirect is efficient at the terascale [5] [6] [7] on real applications, but likely not so at the petascale. The motivation for the present work is modifying pVTdirect to be efficient at the petascale, where applications in systems biology and nuclear physics await such capability.
Important details of the implementation
pVTdirect, the parallel version of VTdirect and the only version under consideration in this paper, makes use of the masterworker design pattern. The masters handle the program logic, whereas the workers perform function evaluation tasks. The masters are tightly coupled, in the sense that the state of one master significantly affects the state of other masters. There is a global worker pool shared by all masters. Workers from the pool select masters to which they send requests, and masters respond to these requests by sending points at which to evaluate the objective function. Optionally, the initial box can be partitioned into subdomains, each with assigned masters, where masters assigned to separate subdomains operate independently. In fact, when n subdomains are used, it is almost like running n separate instances of pVTdirect, with the important exception that the separate subdomain optimizations share some resources, e.g., workers. Both the masters and the workers run through a main loop. Since the masters handle all the program logic, an iteration of pVTdirect will be defined as an iteration of the main loop for the masters. The masters synchronize at every iteration of their main loop via MPI BARRIER, whereas the workers do not synchronize at all.
It is possible to have more than one master per subdomain. The computational work done by masters is relatively insignificant, but more than one master per subdomain may be desired-the masters store the current state of the search (in the form of box columns), and the memory available to multiple masters may be required to completely store the current state. By the nature of the computation, the memory required to store the current state of the search increases with time. This means that the current collection of masters may become unable to store the current state of the search, which may lead to thrashing. Thrashing can be avoided by increasing the number of processors in the computation, hence increasing the amount of memory available to store the current state of the search. Since the memory burden is primarily on the masters, it is necessary to spawn new masters on idle processors in order to obtain a substantial amount of extra memory. Ideally, one would like to dynamically increase the number of masters, rather than restarting the computation (which may last for days, or even months) with a greater number of masters. Doing this in the context of MPI and the (necessarily) distributed data structures used by pVTdirect is nontrivial, and constitutes the core topic of this paper.
Problem description
Running low on memory is a problem for masters in pVTdirect. pVTdirect was modified in order to keep track of memory use, and to spawn new masters when the amount of available memory falls below a certain threshold. Spawning new masters when memory is low, and subsequently integrating them into the running program, is a complicated and subtle task. The primary challenges are (1) determining which processes should do the spawning (this choice affects other design factors, such as how the communication scheme is handled), (2) executing the spawn when the workers behave asynchronously, (3) updating the communication scheme of the newly expanded collection of processes, and (4) integrating the spawned masters into the current job, obtaining a coherent execution unit. A modification of pVTdirect, called spVTdirect, is considered as a possible solution to the challenges described above.
The code spVTdirect works as follows. The number of boxes possessed by a particular master is monitored, and if the memory needed to store those boxes exceeds a user-defined threshold, a spawn request is made. When all processes have detected the spawn request, MPI COMM SPAWN is executed and new masters are spawned. All processes, both spawning and spawned, must then update their state in order to integrate the new masters into the already-running job. After the state update procedure is completed, the current iteration restarts at the top of the main loop for the masters, and the workers restart at the top of their main loop.
Choosing the spawning communicator
The choice of communicator used to spawn the new masters is important, because it affects how communication between workers and spawned masters will be handled. After MPI COMM SPAWN has been executed, a handle for an intercommunicator is returned. Since the local group of the intercommunicator contains the processes that performed the spawn, and the remote group contains the spawned masters, the spawned masters can only communicate directly with the processes that performed the spawn. Consequently, as far as communication is concerned, the best choice of spawning communicator is the entire collection of current processes. This choice of communicator facilitates communication between the spawned masters and all current processes.
However, using the entire collection of current processes to perform the spawn is problematic, because the spawning subroutine MPI COMM SPAWN is both blocking and collective over the set of spawning and spawned processes. If the entire collection of current processes performs the spawn, then the masters and workers must all make a collective blocking call to MPI COMM SPAWN. This is simple for the masters, which synchronize at every iteration of their main loop via MPI BARRIER. However, the situation is more complicated with the workers since they operate asynchronously, in the sense that attempts to synchronize their behavior with MPI BARRIER (or any collective, blocking operation) generally lead to deadlock.
Executing the spawn
Every master monitors its own memory usage. If the amount of available memory for a master falls below a given threshold, it notifies all other processes of a need to spawn new masters (i.e., obtain more memory). After a process has received notification of a spawn request, that process first calls a spawning subroutine that executes MPI COMM SPAWN, followed by a subroutine that updates state.
Using all of the current masters, as well as the workers, to perform the spawn is a delicate procedure. Since the masters already synchronize at the top of their main loop, it would be tempting to synchronize all processes at that point, and then use a collective communication to notify all processes of a spawn request. However, all attempts to synchronize the workers with MPI BARRIER have lead to deadlock. Two options for notifying all processes of a spawn request have been explored in the current work. One option is to notify all processes of a spawn request by having the requesting process write to a "spawn request" file. This can be problematic, because different processes read the spawn request file at different times, and hence one process may begin executing MPI COMM SPAWN while the others are still busy, which can lead to deadlock. A time sharing method can be used to prevent deadlock from occurring when a process performs point-to-point communications-when performing a point-to-point communication, a process goes back and forth between checking if the communication has completed, and reading the "spawn request" file to see if there is a pending request. Collective communications are only performed by the masters, and they only occur when the masters and workers are not communicating. Hence, they are never a source of deadlock during the spawn notification procedure.
The time sharing method is effective, but it is not portable, due to its reliance on a shared file system. A more portable solution is to first notify all masters of a spawn request using a type of reduction operation (technically, MPI ALL REDUCE is used), and then have the lead master notify the workers. If the MPI ALL REDUCE is executed at the top of the main loop for the masters, then the masters can prepare for a spawning event before the next iteration even begins. After the masters have been notified, the simplest solution for notifying the workers is to use code that is already in place in pVTdirect. In pVTdirect, the workers receive messages from masters at every iteration of an inner loop for the workers, and the tag associated with a message determines the response to that message. So, in spVTdirect, the lead master can simply send a message to each worker with a tag indicating a pending spawn request. The workers receive the messages and prepare for spawning.
On iterations without a pending spawn request (this is the vast majority of them), there is no extra overhead for the workers, and the only overhead for masters is one MPI ALL REDUCE per iteration. This overhead is minimal, and performance results have shown that the overhead has negligible impact on the runtime per iteration (see Section 6 for performance results).
Further issues with spawning
There are a few further issues related to spawning that must be considered. First, MPI does not support spawning on a cluster with a scheduler [8] , as MPI COMM SPAWN requires the user to provide a list of processes in the form of a host file (the host file contains node names, like "ithaca42", not just ranks). Consequently, a Fortran 95 module designed to support spawning on scheduled clusters was developed and tested. Currently, the module (called QSPAWN) only provides subroutines that build a host file for spawning, but further support for spawning on scheduled clusters may be added in the future. In order to build a host file, the names of all nodes scheduled for the job must be obtained, as well as the number of cores available on each node. MPI provides support for determining node names, but not for determining the number of cores available on a node-for this, the OpenMP command OMP GET MAX THREADS is used.
Second, the new masters should ideally be spawned on idle processors in order to obtain a substantial amount of extra memory. Where these idle processors come from is a serious concern. One possibility is to replace a worker with the spawned master. However, it is not guaranteed that a worker will be running on its own processor-it is possible for the worker to be running on a node along with other workers and a master (since masters are memory hogs, it is preferable to place them on separate nodes). So, the only solution that will work consistently is to spawn new masters on unused nodes. For clusters without a scheduler, this can be done by providing spVTdirect with a list of all available nodes (possibly obtained from a system administrator). For clusters with a scheduler, one solution is to use a system call to push a new job onto the scheduler's queue. Performance concerns dictate that the computation should continue, and hence state update be postponed, until after the new job is launched by the scheduler, as their may be a substantial delay before the new job is launched. After the job is launched, communication can be established between the current and newly-launched jobs, and state update can proceed as described in Section 3.4.
Another solution is to run multiple jobs simultaneously, allowing these jobs to share a global pool of nodes. Rather than launching each job separately, a single job with one process (but many reserved nodes) could be launched using the cluster's scheduler. The single process could then spawn all of the specified jobs using MPI COMM SPAWN, as well as maintain a list of available nodes. All involved jobs would simply take nodes off the list as they consume them, and repopulate the list with nodes as they finish with them. This idea of consolidating jobs can only work if (most of) the jobs have fluctuating resource requirements, allowing them to consume and release nodes periodically. Although the number of nodes needed by spVTdirect may increase with time, it never decreases. Consequently, it is not clear if this solution is feasible for spVTdirect.
Updating the communication scheme
The spawning procedure reorders some processes (the ranks of workers are translated), and add others (the spawned masters). This means that communicators must be updated in order to ensure that messages are sent to and from the correct processes. In particular, the state (ordering of processes) of the communicators after being updated must be consistent with the state of the communicators before the spawning procedure began.
The communication between the current and spawned processes depends on which subset of the current processes does the spawning. If only the set of current masters performs the spawning, then communication between the workers and the spawned masters becomes infeasible-the intercommunicator returned from the call to MPI COMM SPAWN only allows for direct communication between the spawning and spawned processes. If the workers are not involved in spawning the new masters, then communication between the workers and spawned masters must be indirect. Although indirect communication is possible (and can be coded cleanly with wrappers for the standard MPI communication subroutines), it is relatively inefficient as all communication between the workers and spawned masters must pass through one (or more) of the current masters. In particular, if there is only one master, then that master becomes a bottleneck for all communication between the workers and spawned masters. Therefore, it is preferable to have the set of all current processes execute MPI COMM SPAWN. In this case, communication between the workers and the spawned masters is direct. If every member of the current world of processes executes MPI COMM SPAWN, then the best way to update the communication scheme is as follows. The command MPI INTERCOMM MERGE is used to merge the local and remote groups of the intercommunicator returned by MPI COMM SPAWN. The processes in this merged intracommunicator must be reordered so that they are consistent with the current ordering of processes-masters have the lower ranks, starting with zero, and workers have the higher ranks, beginning with the number of masters. This allows spVTdirect, with an updated communication scheme, to continue to run properly.
However, the communication scheme was not originally updated as described above. This is because the authors had initially used only the set of current masters to perform the spawning. As explained above, this choice was made to simplify the spawning procedure itself, but such simplified spawning greatly complicates communication. In this case, communication is handled by using wrappers for the standard MPI communication subroutines. These wrappers are named MC subroutine name , where MC stands for "many communicator". The wrapper subroutines take an array of communicators called commArray (rather than a single communicator) as an argument, allowing the communication scheme to adjust to increases in the number of masters. Processes are given a global rank within the collection of communicators specified by commArray. The global rank of a process in the ith communicator is
where N j is the size of the jth communicator for j = 1, . . . , i − 1, and rank local is the usual rank of the process within the ith communicator.
Such "many communicator" subroutines were written for both point-to-point and collective communications. For example, consider the "many communicator" subroutine for a point-to-point send communication, called MC SEND. For the subroutine MC SEND, the global rank of the receiving process is given as an input parameter. The global rank is used to determine the relevant communicator and the local rank of the receiving process within that communicator. If the global rank is strictly less than the size of commArray (1), then commArray (1) is the communicator and the local rank of the receiving process in commArray(1) is simply its global rank. If the global rank is greater than or equal to the size of commArray (1), then the receiving process must be an element of commArray(i) for some i > 1. In this case, the size of commArray (1) is subtracted from the global rank to obtain a new value, and this value is compared against the size of commArray(2) to determine if the receiving process is an element of this communicator. This process is repeated until the relevant communicator and local rank within that communicator are determined.
The idea behind MC SEND, as well as the other "many communicator" subroutines, is to allow the communication scheme of spVTdirect to be updated simply and cleanly every time new masters are spawned. When new masters are spawned, only a few data structures (such as commArray) need to be updated. These data structures are then passed as input parameters to the "many communicator" subroutines, and the communication scheme is automatically adjusted to take into account the newly spawned masters. Stress tests were done to compare the performance of the "many communicator" and "merge" methods. The results of these tests are presented in Section 4.
Dealing with inconsistent states
The current job has n m masters and n w workers, whereas the spawned job has n m masters and zero workers (notice that the spawned job is not intended to run on its own). These two jobs need to be integrated into a coherent execution unit with 2n m masters and n w workers. The integration of the two jobs is complicated by the inconsistencies in state between the current and spawned masters-at the point of spawning, the current masters have generally run through quite a few iterations of the main loop, whereas the spawned masters are just beginning. Dealing with the difference in state between the current and spawned masters is tricky, and it is all too easy for subtle problems to arise when attempting to integrate the spawned masters into the already-running job.
After the intercommunicator has been merged, the difference in state between the current and spawned masters must be dealt with in order to successfully integrate the spawned masters into the current job. One solution is to transfer state from one of the current masters to the spawned masters. Although this solution may seem obvious, the real challenge is in the details of making this seemingly simple solution work. For a trivial example of the challenges involved, consider the following facts about pVTdirect. In pVTdirect, the lead master in a subdomain (i.e., the master with rank zero) behaves differently from the other masters in the same subdomain. Since, in general, the lead master is the only master guaranteed to exist, it makes sense to transfer the state of the lead master to the spawned masters. However, if done naively, this would mean that all spawned masters would think they were lead masters, which is obviously problematic. This problem is trivial-it is only meant to illustrate the sort of problems that can arise when the states of all processes are not properly updated after spawning new masters.
A conservative approach is taken to updating state after a spawning event. In general, an aspect of the state of a process is reset when it is not clear how to properly maintain and/or augment that aspect. This means that some information is lost; however, the lost information has no effect on the mathematical correctness of the algorithm. Succinctly, VTdirect, pVTdirect, and spVTdirect all produce exactly the same set of boxes and function values. Note that some aspects of state, such as the iteration counter, must be fabricated for the spawned masters (since the iteration number can be used as a stopping condition).
Since state is reset when it is not clear how to update and/or augment it, it is beneficial for the states of data structures to not be persistent across iterations (note that it is sufficient for the state of a data structure to be determined by a simple formula, i.e., the ith element of an array is the rank of the ith master). If the state of a data structure is not persistent (or if it can be determined by a simple formula), then its state is trivial to update after a spawning event. Hence, the less state that is persistent, the easier it is to update the state of a process after a spawning event. For example, consider the array lcConvex, which contains the convex hull box counters for every master in a subdomain. Since convex hull boxes are reassigned to different masters at every iteration, the values of lcConvex are recomputed at every iteration, and hence it is safe to reset lcConvex to an arbitrary state after a spawning event.
Now consider the following example of state that is persistent across iterations. When a worker chooses a master in order to make a request, the worker chooses from the set of busy masters, which requires the 2-dimensional arrays masterID and masterStat. The array masterID holds the ranks of every master in every subdomain, and the array masterStat holds the status ('busy' or 'idle') of every master in every subdomain. Updating the contents of masterID after a spawning event is trivial (its contents are determined by a simple formula), but it is not obvious how to update the contents of masterStat while maintaining the statuses of the spawning masters. Hence, a conservative strategy that simply (re)initializes the contents of masterStat is used.
Derived data types
The data structures with derived types used for storing box-related information do not have to be updated for any process. The main data structure holding box information is mHead (technically, mHead is just the initial link in a larger data structure). mHead is a fairly complex data structure, basically a dynamic list of matrices, where columns in the matrices represent box columns. If a particular box column grows beyond the height of the matrix, the column can be extended (multiple times, if necessary) using fixed-length arrays. The boxes stored by a particular process are unique to that process, and so the data structure pointed to by mHead need not be transferred to spawned masters-the spawned masters initialize mHead and fill it in with box information from scratch. This means that there is a substantial imbalance in the number of boxes stored by spawning and spawned masters. A dynamic load balancing mechanism is used to balance the number of boxes stored by each master (Section 5).
Comparison between the "many communicator" and "merge" methods
Stress tests were performed to compare the two methods-the "merge method" and the "many communicator" method-for updating the communication scheme after a spawning event. As described above, the "merge" method requires that the spawning process be collective over all processes. In this case, the intercommunicator returned from MPI COMM SPAWN is simply merged into an intracommunicator. The "many communicator" method was designed so that the spawning process need only be collective over the current set of masters. This method uses an array of communicators to implement a dynamic communication scheme that can adjust to increases in the number of masters.
Experimental setup
For the "many communicator" method, the experimental setup for the broadcast and gather tests was the same, but differed from the setup for the send and receive tests. All four sets of tests ran through 20 iterations, increasing the number of integers communicated at each iteration. At each iteration, two extraneous sends and receives were needed to handle the timing. This did not substantially affect the accuracy of the timing measurements because the communications being timed sent much more data than the communications needed for taking measurements. For the send and receive tests, the source was chosen at random from one of two communicators, and the destination was chosen at random from the other communicator. For the broadcast and gather tests, the root process was chosen at random. Further, the tests for each message length were performed 1000 times, and the mean communication time was determined. To do this, a separate program was used to execute the timing program 1000 times, and to obtain data such as means and standard deviations, for each message length. The timing data was averaged over a large number of tests for each message length because unusually noisy data was obtained in previous tests.
Broadcast and gather
Two communicators were used in all the tests, each containing 32 processes. One was a parent communicator that spawned the other. The tests consisted of 20 iterations of communication, where the message length increased with each iteration. For broadcast, 500 · k integers were sent to every process at iteration k , making for a total of 32, 000 · k integers broadcast at each iteration. For gather, 500 · k integers were gathered from each process, making for a total of 32, 000 · k integers gathered at each iteration. Although 32, 000 · k integers are communicated during each subroutine call, the message length at iteration k will be considered 500 · k (integers per process, with 64 processes involved in each communication). The root was chosen as a random element of the parent communicator.
Send and receive
Two communicators-a parent and a child communicator-were used in all the tests, and each communicator contained four processes. The tests consisted of 20 iterations of communication, where the message length was 5,000,000 times the iteration number. The source was selected as a random number between zero and seven, and the destination was chosen as follows. First, a random number, h, between zero and three was generated. If the value of the source was between zero and three, then the destination was h + 4; otherwise, the value of the destination was simply h. Notice that this guaranteed that the source and destination were in distinct communicators.
The "merge" method
For the "merge" method, one simply needs to use MPI INTERCOMM MERGE to obtain a merged intracommunicator, and then this communicator can be used with existing MPI communication subroutines. Thus, ignoring spawning concerns, the "merge" method is quite simple to implement. Whenever possible, the experimental setup for the "merge" method was the same as the setup for the "many communicator" method. In particular, the number of integers sent per communication at each iteration, the number of timing tests performed at each iteration, and the selection of the source, destination, and root were the same as described above for the "many communicator" method.
Hardware/software
The experiments were conducted on System G, which is the world's largest power-aware compute research cluster. System G has working power-aware features, power and thermal sensors on-board and accessible via software, and high performance processors and interconnects. The cluster consists of 325 Apple MacPro (dual processor quad core Xeon 2.8 GHz) systems with 8GB memory per node and a Mellanox QDR Infiniband interconnect. Users have access to the 30+ thermal sensors and 30+ power sensors in each MacPro. The version of MPI used for the tests was Open MPI 1.4.1.
Results
In general, the results for the "many communicator" method are illustrated in plots using triangles, and circles are used for the "merge" method. The middle curve for each method represents the mean, and the curves above and below the middle curve show one standard deviation above and below the mean, respectively. The three curves for each method form a band that likely contains the "true" runtime curve for the method. 
Broadcast and gather
For the broadcast and gather tests (Figures 2 and 3) , with a few exceptions, the "many communicator" method generally performed better. For message lengths of 1000 to 2000 integers per process, the "merge" method outperformed the "many communicator" method for the broadcast tests. The runtimes for both methods were relatively low for these message lengths, producing a "dip" in both bands. For message lengths of 2500 to 10,000, the "many communicator" method performed better than the "merge" method. Notice that there was no overlap in bands whenever the "many communicator" method outperformed the "merge" method.
Send and receive
For the send/receive tests using MPI ANY SOURCE as the source argument, the "merge" method consistently outperformed the "many communicator" method (see Figure 4) . The performance of the "merge" method was also more consistent-the standard deviation for the "merge" method was generally less than 0.5, whereas the standard deviation for the "many communicator" method was between about two and five. It is not clear why the "merge" method performed better than the "many communicator" method. It is possible that the relatively poor performance of the "many communicator" method is due to using MPI IPROBE to determine the relevant communicator. A more efficient method for determining the communicator could yield better runtimes for the "many communicator" method.
The performance of both methods was nearly identical for the send/receive tests using a specific value for the source argument (plot not shown). Since only two communicators were used in the tests, it was quite simple to determine the communicator that contained the destination, as well as the local rank of the destination process within that communicator. Consequently, most of the runtime was taken up by the transmission time associated with a standard MPI SEND. Presumably, this is why the runtimes for the two methods were so similar. This situation is not unrealistic, as the number of child programs spawned for the global optimization application is generally small.
Dynamic load balancing
The main source of memory use for masters is storing boxes, so "memory load" and "box load" are essentially interchangeable for masters. The box load on masters is monitored to determine when new masters must be spawned. If we define spawn count to be the number of spawning events that have occurred at a certain point of the execution of the program, then the memory threshold for masters is roughly 1 − 1/2 s , where s is the current spawn count, i.e., new masters are spawned when one half of the currently available memory is used. The threshold for sufficient memory is intentionally low because boxes are not transferred from the current to the spawned masters. Rather, the rate at which boxes are accumulated decreases (resp. increases) temporarily for the current (resp. spawned) masters. Notice that each spawning event doubles the number of masters (and because of this exponential increase in masters, the number of spawning events is limited by a user-defined parameter).
As mentioned above, the box load is strongly imbalanced immediately after new masters are spawned, as the spawned masters have not had time to accumulate boxes. Since spawning new masters creates an imbalance in box load, a dynamic load balancing mechanism is required. To this end, load deviation for the ith master is defined as
where bc t is the total box count across all masters, bc a is the average box count, and bc i is the box count for the ith master. Load deviation measures the extent (either positive or negative) to which a master's box count deviates from the average box count.
Notice that the sum of load deviations for all masters is zero, and that |dev i | ≤ 1.
In order to dynamically balance the box load for all masters, the number of boxes received by a master after the convex hull computation is initially ⌊(1 − dev i )T/N⌋, where T is the total number of new boxes obtained from the convex hull computation,
and N is the number of masters. After the initial distribution of boxes, remaining boxes are distributed pseudorandomly amongst the masters. This essentially scales a master's share of new boxes by 1 − dev i , so that masters with below average box loads will receive more boxes than those with above average loads. In Section 6.3, it is shown that this method is effective in dynamically balancing box load after new masters are spawned. 
Performance results
A variety of optimization problems were used to test the modifications made to pVTdirect. Several toy problems, as well as a realistic nulcear physics problem (MFDn), were used. Since both pVTdirect and spVTdirect consider the objective function to be a black box, the runtime per iteration for both pVTdirect and spVTdirect should only depend on the runtime of the objective function. Consequently, it is useful to test the performance of spVTdirect using objective functions with a variety of runtimes and runtime patterns (i.e., the runtime might increase with iterations, or stay roughly constant). Four of the toy problems have negligible runtimes (on the order of 10 −4 seconds), one toy problem has runtimes around one second, and the real-world physics problem has (parallel) runtimes ranging from about eight to fifteen seconds.
A single spawning event was artificially made to occur at the seventh iteration of spVTdirect. For the toy problems, pVTdirect was run with either nine or twelve processes, and spVTdirect was run with eight or ten processes (chosen to meet the restraints set by pVTdirect on the ratio of masters to workers). spVTdirect spawned either one or two new masters, so that the numbers of processes used by pVTdirect and spVTdirect were identical after the spawning event. For the MFDn objective function, pVTdirect was run with six processes, and spVTdirect was run with five processes. spVTdirect spawned one new master, so that pVTdirect and spVTdirect were both running with six processes after the spawning event. Every instance of MFDn was run with six processes.
Toy problems
The four toy problems with negligible runtimes were the Griewank function (GR), the Quartic function (QU), Schwefel's function (SC), and Michalewicz's function (MI), all taken from [3] . Figures 5 and 6 show runtimes per iteration for pVTdirect and spVTdirect with GR, QU, SC, and MI as objective functions. The runtimes for spVTdirect are shown with triangles, and those for pVTdirect are shown with circles. Notice that the runtimes per iteration for spVTdirect are quite similar to the runtimes per iteration for pVTdirect. Predictably, the runtime for spVTdirect is much larger for the seventh iteration (when the spawning event occurred). The runtime per iteration for spVTdirect generally stabilizes to values that consistently hover slightly above the values for pVTdirect. See the plot of runtimes per iteration for MI (Figure 6 , right) for a nice illustration of this effect.
The toy problems with negligible runtimes were useful for comparing the total number of iterations and function evaluations for spVTdirect and pVTdirect, as well as comparing other global properties. The total number of iterations and objective function evaluations, the minimum box diameter, and the stopping rule used to end the search were always identical for spVTdirect and pVTdirect. Although there are very minor differences in performance, the boxes examined at every iteration are identical for pVTdirect and spVTdirect. In Figure 7 , the runtimes per iteration are plotted for pVTdirect and spVTdirect with the objective function MISleep-a variant of the MI toy problem discussed above-that is designed to run for about one second. The runtimes for spVTdirect and pVTdirect are shown with triangles and circles, respectively. From the plot in Figure 7 , it is clear that the runtimes per iteration for pVTdirect and spVTdirect with the MISleep objective function are nearly identical, with the exception of the seventh iteration for spVTdirect (where the spawning event occurs). The same basic pattern is seen in other similar variants of toy problems (GRSleep, etc.). One can conclude that the overhead for spVTdirect has negligible impact on the runtime per iteration when the objective function has a sufficiently long runtime (according to the tests done for this work, a runtime of at least one second is sufficiently long).
MFDn
MFDn, which stands for "many fermion dynamics nuclear", is a nuclear physics code [9] developed at Iowa State University that computes theoretical values for certain observables relevant to the spectra of atomic nuclei. The computed values for these observables can be compared to empirical values using a χ 2 function, and a value is obtained representing the goodness of fit. Since MFDn has an input file containing several input parameters, one can vary these parameters, and observe the goodness of fit obtained by each setting of input parameters. This suggests the use of an optimization algorithm in order to find an optimal set of parameters, where an "optimal" set of parameters means a set of parameters that yields a minimal χ 2 value. For the problem considered here, there are only three input parameters that vary. Also, the output of the objective function is not simply the χ 2 value for the (sequences) of computed and empirical values. Instead, MFDn is run twice with two separate input files. The input files are identical with the exception of a single parameter, which is not amongst the three that are varied. The output of the objective function is the sum of the two χ 2 values for the two runs of MFDn. The computation of the MFDn objective function is very complex and involves finding a solution to the Schrodinger equation with a large, sparse, and irregularly structured Hamiltonian matrix [10] . One reason for this is that MFDn is itself a parallel computation, and so it must be spawned using MPI COMM SPAWN. Another reason is that two instances of MFDn need to be run in order to determine the output of the objective function (each instance of MFDn uses a different input data set). A third reason is that multiple processes may execute MPI COMM SPAWN simultaneously, and hence (on shared file systems) multiple processes may attempt to access the executable simultaneously, causing the program to crash. Notice that even though MFDn runs on separate processes from the worker that spawned it, the worker's call to the objective function does not complete until both instances of MFDn complete, because the objective function waits for a completion message from MFDn. This means that the computation of the MFDn objective function takes on the order of eight to fifteen seconds to complete. The runtime of this objective function is not entirely consistent because it must be run in parallel.
MPI does not provide any means for locking executables to prevent race conditions when calling MPI COMM SPAWN, so it is up to the user to prevent such conditions. Fortunately, MPI does provide support for locking files when reading or writing to them. So, one way to prevent race conditions when using MPI COMM SPAWN is to have each process read a value from a file, where the value indicates which process currently "owns" the executable. A process continually reads from the file until it reads "f" (for "free"), in which case the process writes its own rank to the file, executes MPI COMM SPAWN, and then writes "f" to the file once both instances of MFDn have been spawned. Figure 8 shows runtimes per iteration for pVTdirect and spVTdirect, both with MFDn as objective function. The triangles and circles show the runtimes per iteration for spVTdirect and pVTdirect, respectively. The runtimes per iteration for spVTdirect with objective function MFDn are roughly the same as runtimes per iteration for pVTdirect, ignoring the variations in runtime for both pVTdirect and spVTdirect. The overhead in spVTdirect does not have a significant impact on its performance.
Performance of the dynamic load balancing mechanism
In order to test the dynamic load balancing mechanism, spVTdirect was run with one master using GR and QU as objective functions. The amount of memory available on a node is read from an input file. The value for available memory was set artificially low so that a spawning event would occur at iteration 25, increasing the number of masters to two. Box count and load deviation were monitored before and after the spawning event. Before the spawning event, the spawned master did not exist, and hence its box count is assumed to be zero. After the spawning event, the box count for the spawned master increased until it was almost identical to the box count for the current master ( Figure 9 ).
The tests for load deviation began at iteration 25, when the new master was spawned. Load deviation was initially 0.5 for the spawning master, and −0.5 for the spawned master for both objective functions. For both GR and QU, the load deviation moved toward zero for both masters; however, load deviation approached zero more quickly (and smoothly) for GR ( Figure 10 ). This was due to the fact that the number of new boxes added per iteration was greater for GR than for QU, and that (for technical reasons) the lead master must receive at least one box per iteration. In general, at most three new boxes were added per iteration for QU, and since the lead master received at least one box, the spawned master could receive at most two boxes, regardless of the load deviation. This observation inspired a modification to the load balancing mechanism that increases the number of boxes added per iteration, thereby balancing the box load in fewer iterations. An input parameter for pVTdirect and spVTdirect, called the "aggressive" switch, specifies that all boxes on the convex hull should be selected, not just those meeting the minimum improvement condition. For 20 iterations after a spawning event, the aggressive switch is turned on. This number of iterations was selected based on the observation that 20 iterations was generally sufficient to reduce load deviation to about 0.1. When the temporary aggressive switch is used (Figure 11 ), it takes far fewer iterations for load deviation to reach 0.1 (about 7 iterations, versus 50 iterations when the "aggressive" switch is not used at all). 
Related work
Adaptive parallel applications are applications that can alter their process count in response to changes in available resources. Adaptive parallel applications are primarily used in grid computing due to fluctuations in available resources (a user might not want cycles being borrowed from his machine when he is using it), as well as the loose coupling of tasks. As far as the authors know, dynamically adjusting the process count of a parallel MPI application with tightly coupled processes is unique to the current work.
Tools have been developed to help users write adaptive parallel applications. In [11] , a system that enables OpenMP programs to run on a network of workstations with a variable number of nodes is described. There are similar systems for grid computing, such as the system described in [12] . The adaptive parallel systems intended for grid computing are of little use for the purposes of this work, because they depend on the noninteraction of processes in the user application (i.e., the user application must be embarrassingly parallel). The communication between the masters in pVTdirect complicates increasing their count.
Process migration has been used to adjust the number of MPI processes running on a physical processor (although the total number of processes remains unchanged). Adaptive MPI [13] uses processor virtualization to dynamically manage resources. In particular, virtual MPI processes can be migrated from one physical processor to another, allowing applications written with Adaptive MPI to increase the process count on a particular processor (while decreasing the process count on one or more processors). Although Adaptive MPI is intended for use with applications developed in C++, it might seem as if process migration more generally could be useful for the present work. For instance, if masters lacked sufficient memory, one or more masters could be migrated to processors with more available memory. However, this is not an ideal strategy for increasing the memory available to masters in pVTdirect for two reasons. First, if a process is migrated to a new node, then the memory that had been used to store boxes on the previous node is lost. Second, unused processors are in general needed to increase overall available memory (see Section 3.2.1). Within master-worker style applications, such as pVTdirect, it may be wasteful to allocate one process per node, and so it is difficult to ensure enough memory without spawning an extra process on a "fresh" node. . Box count (top) and deviation (bottom) versus iteration for QU using temporary "aggressive" switch.
Conclusions and discussion
This work shows that it is possible to dynamically adjust the number of masters in the global optimization code pVTdirect, and hence prevent thrashing when the amount of available memory becomes insufficient. Performance results show that the extra communication overhead in spVTdirect has a negligible impact on the performance of the application.
There were a number of lessons learned during the course of this work that should be useful to anyone designing a master-worker style parallel code with the capability to adjust process count on demand. Updating state after new processes are spawned can be quite subtle if some of the processes are tightly coupled and/or there are persistent aspects of program state, i.e., aspects of state that are persistent across iterations of a main loop. One way to deal with the problem of updating/fabricating state is to design the code so that processes are only loosely coupled, i.e., the state of a process has minimal effect on the state of any other process. If the processes must be tightly coupled, then a reasonable design choice is to prevent state from being persistent across iterations. If processes are unaware of any state from the previous iteration, then integrating spawned processes into the computation should be simple. Another useful design choice is to regularly synchronize all masters. This should simplify the task of notifying all processes of a spawn request, assuming all processes are involved in the spawning procedure. Of course, all processes need not be involved, but the present work has shown that this can simplify communication between the current and spawned processes. Synchronizing the workers may also be beneficial, but it might create an unreasonable amount of idle time for the workers.
One final point is that the number of workers could also be dynamically adjusted on demand. This would require only minor modifications to spVTdirect-the spawn notification method used for masters could be used for spawning new workers, and the state update would be much simpler than for spawning masters. Adjusting the number of workers on demand would be useful in many situations. For instance, the user could supply parameters specifying that some minimal amount of progress has to be made by the search in a fixed amount of time. If sufficient progress is not made, then more workers could be spawned on demand to perform more function evaluations, and hopefully speed up the progress of the search.
